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The need of accountability in EU 
rural development policy

 Evaluation is considered as the judgement on the utility
of a public intervention (to justify public expenditure);

 The establishment of impacts needs to be based on 
empirical evidence, otherwise, justification of the
intervention becomes questionable;

 However, the effort of proving empirical evidence needs
to be justified by the benefit of insight into impacts of
public intervention (decreasing marginal utility, measurement
itself has a direct influence on the programme results; the method
can only be as good as the data feeding into the system)
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What is empirical evidence?

 Capable of being verified or disproved by observation or 
experiment

 Evidence of impact of many interventions can be 
established by direct observation (e.g. a survey, causal 
relationship or case studies)

 Impacts of some sorts of intervention cannot be directly 
observed (e.g. counterfactual)

 Some interventions exhibit distributions suitable for 
counterfactual analysis, others not

 Representativeness: trade-off between reliability of 
results and cost of establishing results

 The strength of evidence varies with the quality of data 
(validity, representativeness) and the estimation 
approach
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The scope and character of EU 
rural development interventions

 The scope of EAFRD is broad (e.g. compared to ERDF) 
(from vocational training of farmers to flood protection)

 The character is less focused on strengthening
immediate economic competitiveness (growth and
employment) but to a large extent on sustainability and
safeguarding welfare (e.g. agri-environmental payments, 
village renewal etc.)
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An example: Comparing measures
111 (vocational training) and 126 
(disaster prevention) I
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An example: Comparing measures
111 (vocational training) and 126 
(disaster prevention) II
 Core evaluation question for M 111: Did the farmer

benefit from the training? > Compare the economic
situation of the farmer with and without training

 Core evaluation question for M 126: How much has the
damage risk declined? >Reduction of the occurence of
flooding

In both cases there is the problem of unobservables: We
can neither observe the trained farmer being untrained at
the same time nor the future of floods along the river
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An example: Comparing measures
111 (vocational training) and 126 
(disaster prevention) III

Simple (naive) approach: 

 comparing the situation of the farmer before and after 
training (disregarding other external impacts); 

 counting flooding disaster occurence before and after 
construction of dams and retention basins
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An example: Comparing measures
111 (vocational training) and 126 
(disaster prevention) IV
Evidence-based approach:
 Constructing a control group out of similar units from the

rather homogenous universe of farmers > advantage: 
large numbers, disadvantage: large data requirements to
specify the control group realistically

 Assessing the reduction of flooding disasters in terms of
money saved (risk=cost) > advantage: knowledge about
the distribution of floods in the past and knowledge about
specific damage functions; disadvantage: uncertainty
about impacts of climate change etc. on future flood
occurence
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Another example: Village renewal
(M 322) I

Character of this measure:

 The purpose is going beyond income, competitiveness
and sustainable development: improvement of the
quality of life

 Impacts can be directly observed but are rather
described by perception (subjective !)
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Another example: Village renewal
(M 322) II

 The strong variation of the character of villages (location, 
size, infrastructure, GDP, economy) makes every of
them unique. > a counterfactual analysis appears
inadequate.

 There are neither official statistics nor monitoring data on 
quality of life at village level. The establishment of 
impacts is best to be assessed by surveys and 
subsequent descriptive statistics > Advantage: 
technically simple, (dis)advantage: The impact analysis 
is affected by the subjective bias.
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Some practical examples illustrated

 Propensity score matching: Vocational training of
farmers (M 111

 Cost/risk reduction of flood protection (M 126)
 Describing the benefit of rehabilitation of rural roads (M 

125)
 Macro impacts by simple Input-output analysis (RDP 

Slovenia)
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The problem: 
A perfect control group

Schrödinger‘s cat
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or …
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… or
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Propensity score matching: 
Vocational training of farmers
(M 111)

CMEF question: „To what extent have the actions related 
to training, information and diffusion of knowledge and 
innovative practises improved the labour productivity 
and/or other elements related to competitiveness in the 
agricultural, food and forestry sector?”

Objective:
 Comparison of two items that are as similar as possible
 One of them has been treated, the other not
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Propensity score matching: 
Vocational training of farmers
(M 111)
Approach: Roy-Rubin model (Roy 1951; Rubin 1974)
 What is the individual farmer‘s probability of being

trained (YES/NO), based on his/her characteristical
determinants (predictors such as age, qualification, 
gender etc.)?

 YES/NO=f (predictor variables)
 Result is the probability of YES and NO for every farmer

regardless of being trained or not (the nearest
neighbours will be later matched):
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Predicted Probability
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Propensity score matching: 
Vocational training of farmers (M 111)

Data requirements:
 Lists of participants/monitoring data: Structure of

participants (age, sex, education, professional status, 
type of farm, size of farm, regional type, income or
alternative variable for comparison)

 Official statistics, e.g. anonymised individual data from
FADN, to separate participants and non-participants

 Alternative: Surveys among a non-participating panel of
farmers or extending monitoring on a pre-defined control
group (e.g. a lottery system of project commitments)
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Propensity score matching: 
Vocational training of farmers (M 111)

Separate presentation:
 Propensity score matching with Stata™ (Are you interested?)
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Cost/risk reduction of flood protection
of the RDP „PAUL“ Rhineland-
Palatinate (M 126)

CMEF question: „To what extent have supported investments 
contributed to maintain the economic performance of agricultural 
holdings through the restoration and/or preservation of the 
agricultural production potential?”

Objective: Estimating the cost/risk reduction for agricultural
production

Data requirements
 Damage function for agricultural buildings and machinery
 Damage potential along the river (€)
 Damage cost for different crops (€/hectare)
 Level of flood flow determining the specific margin of flooding

(and distribution of flooding in the past)
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Damage function
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Risk reduction: from HQ100 to
HQ1000 I

PH means probability of flooding risk, 
T means annuality level (e.g. HQ1000 or

HQ100*) and
n means the number of years

*HQ1000: Thousand year flood event (=water gauge exceeded
once per 1000 years on average)
HQ100: Hundred year flood event
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Risk reduction: from HQ100 to
HQ1000 II
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Risk reduction: from HQ100 to
HQ1000 III

SEWT means expected value of damage, ST means
value of damage through flooding and PT means
probability of flooding, e.g. with 40% probability
(HQ100) and a damage potential of 13.2 billion €
along the Upper Rhine, the expected damage value
for the next 50 years is at 5.28 billion €, with 5% 
probability (HQ1000) only 660 million Euro.
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Damage risk reduction
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Impact of agricultural roads (M 125)

Related CMEF question: „To what extent has the 
scheme promoted the competitiveness of agricultural 
and forestry holdings through the improvement of 
infrastructures?” 
Agricultural roads should improve the productivity of the
local agriculture. Cost and time savings are at the centre
of purpose.

 A suitable evaluation method: Case studies
 Structuring the sample of case studies according to

purpose, geography of location, direct and indirect
access to plots (e.g. bridge, access roads, supra-
municipal connections)
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Survey and case studies I

Data requirements
 Collection of necessary information: justification and

need of the agricultural road or its rehabilitation; 
technical specification

 Aerial image comparison
 Interview with beneficiaries (farmers): How did the new

(rehabilitated) road affect the economy of your farm? 
(narrative on the transmission mechanisms of policy)

 Interview with the municipal administration: validating
insight
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Survey and case studies II

Evidence suggested by the case studies:

 No representativeness in findings, but …

 Confirmation of intended results

 Insight into the mechanics of impact generation (policy
transmission)
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Input-Output Analysis: 
RDP Slovenia

 Measuring macro impacts based on the present
upstream and downstream relationships of the sectors of
the Slovene economy

 Data requirements: 
A recent input-output table (Eurostat)
Expenditure by measure

 Results: demand-induced change of income and/or
employment
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Input-output analysis I
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Input-output analysis II

Weaknesses
 The analysis is not thematically specific (e.g. measures) but just 

focussed on expenditure (it doesn‘t matter whether the building
materials were purchased for agricultural infrastructure or a highway
bridge)

 The results are just showing demand specific changes of the
economy, they do not tell anything about improved productivity of
capital or whether the farmer has become smarter. This would
require a model extension incorporating the supply side with a 
production function with factor substitution (costly, technically
demanding and more dependent on broad data availability) 

 If input-output analysis is applied at regional level, further effort is
needed to estimate the regional coefficients (e.g. by location
quotients)
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Data management I
 Evaluation effort and costs vary with the ready availability of

adequate data
 Monitoring systems should be systematically prepared for later

evaluation purposes (reducing evaluation cost and improving
evaluation quality)

 Data requirements are to be structured according to the type of
intervention and the suggested evaluation method

 The MA should provide access to anonymised micro data (FADN, 
„integrierte Erwerbsbiographie“ etc.)

 Monitoring should be standardised and linked to the application and
reporting systems

 Application forms should include data characterising the applicant
 Application forms should contain a section for forecasting results

with and without funding
 Beneficiaries should be asked to report on progress by correcting

forecasts
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Data management II
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Thank you for your attention!

Rolf Bergs (RolfB@prac.de)

Evaluation Helpdesk
Chaussée Saint-Pierre, 260
B-1040 Brussels
Tel. +32 2 736 18 90
E-mail: info@ruralevaluation.eu


